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Embodied cognitionAnumber of previous studies have interpreteddifferences in brain activation between arithmetic operation types
(e.g. addition andmultiplication) as evidence in favor of distinct cortical representations, processes or neural sys-
tems. It is still not clear how differences in general task complexity contribute to these neural differences. Here,
we used a mental arithmetic paradigm to disentangle brain areas related to general problem solving from those
involved in operation type speciﬁc processes (addition versus multiplication).We orthogonally varied operation
type and complexity. Importantly, complexity was deﬁned not only based on surface criteria (for example num-
ber size), but also on the basis of individual participants' strategy ratings, which were validated in a detailed be-
havioral analysis. We replicated previously reported operation type effects in our analyses based on surface
criteria. However, these effects vanishedwhen controlling for individual strategies. Instead, procedural strategies
contrasted with memory retrieval reliably activated fronto-parietal and motor regions, while retrieval strategies
activated parietal cortices. This challenges views that operation types rely on partially different neural systems,
and suggests that previously reported differences between operation types may have emerged due to invalid
measures of complexity. We conclude that mental arithmetic is a powerful paradigm to study brain networks
of abstract problem solving, as long as individual participants' strategies are taken into account.
© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Introduction
Mental arithmetic is a highly over-learned skill which can neverthe-
less require considerable mental effort. Hence, it provides an excellent
framework for the investigation of cognitive processes underlying ab-
stract problem solving in a well-controlled setting. Several authors
have already emphasized the role of executive functions, verbal pro-
cesses, and sensory–motor derived concepts for arithmetic problem
solving (e.g. Anderson et al., 2011; Arsalidou and Taylor, 2011). In
previous research, neural differences in brain activation between arith-
metic operation types (e.g. addition and multiplication) have been
interpreted as evidence that these operations rely on distinct neural
representations, e.g. within language or sensory–motor systems.
With respect to the involvement of sensory–motor systems in men-
tal arithmetic, it has been suggested that arithmetic problem solving,
and numerical cognition in general, may be embodied, i.e. may rely on
our sensory–motor experiences within the environment (Fischer,
2012; Lakoff and Núñez, 2000). This might be reﬂected in associations
of numbers or speciﬁc arithmetic tasks with ﬁnger-counting patterns,
or with movement along a mental number line (cf. Andres et al.,
2012; Klein et al., 2011; Knops et al., 2009a,b; Tschentscher et al.,
2012). Further, it has been proposed that evolutionary older braink (N. Tschentscher).
ghts reserved.circuits ofmagnitudeprocessing are “recycled” formore recent cultural-
ly acquired cognitive functions, such as symbolic arithmetic (Dehaene
and Cohen, 2007). The degree to which speciﬁc arithmetic operations
require these evolutionary older brain systems may depend on their
similarity with the cognitive processes these systems support. It has
been proposed that the degree of similarity between arithmetic and
the cognitive processes, which are supported by evolutionary older sys-
tems, might vary across types of basic arithmetic operations (Prado
et al., 2011). This “cultural recycling” theory provides an evolutionary
underpinning for embodied theories of cognition.
Empirical evidence on content-speciﬁc neural systems
Previous behavioral and neuroimaging evidence has been interpreted
in favor of the embodiment hypothesis (for review, see Hauk and
Tschentscher, 2013). Several authors have suggested that sensory–
motor knowledge (Badets et al., 2010; Klein et al., 2011) and spatial-
attention processes (Knops et al., 2009a,b; Pinhas and Fischer, 2008)
are involved in addition and subtraction tasks, while multiplication
has been more strongly associated with left-lateralized language net-
works (Andres et al., 2010; Chochon et al., 1999; Grabner et al.,
2009a; Lee and Kang, 2002; Zhou et al., 2006b). Evidence has been pro-
vided for shared neural resources of simple mental subtraction and ﬁn-
ger discrimination (Andres et al., 2012), in line with the impact of
individualﬁnger-counting habits on the cortical representation of num-
bers (Tschentscher et al., 2012).
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subtraction and addition has been shown by the “Operational Momen-
tum” effect for single-digit numbers and non-symbolic numerals (Knops
et al., 2009b; Pinhas & Fischer, 2008). This is supported by results of
multi-voxel pattern analyses (MVPA), revealing different neural activa-
tion patterns for simple addition and subtraction in posterior superior
parietal lobule (PSPL), an area that is involved in eye-movements and
spatial attention (Knops et al., 2009a).
Conversely, several studies have reported stronger left-lateralized
activation for multiplication, in favor of speciﬁc language-based pro-
cessing (Prado et al., 2011). Direct comparison of addition andmultipli-
cation tasks revealed more activation in left-hemispheric premotor and
supplementary motor regions for multiplication, as well as in posterior
and anterior superior temporal gyrus (cf. Chochon et al., 1999; Zhou
et al., 2006b). An effect of TMS in left parietal regions was reported in
multiplication tasks (Andres et al., 2010), and stronger activation for
multiplication than addition tasks was found for language-associated
left angular gyrus (AG) regions independently from task-complexity
effects (Grabner et al., 2009a). However, the speciﬁc role of language-
based fact retrieval for multiplication has been challenged by recent
fMRI evidence, reporting operation type effects in the right hemispheric
posterior intraparietal regions as opposed to the left-hemispheric AG
(Rosenberg-Lee et al., 2011). Finally, a recent meta-analysis on fMRI
activations for arithmetic operations contrasted against a control task
reported distinct prefrontal and parietal effects for types of basic arith-
metic operations (Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011).
Content-speciﬁc arithmetic effects — a matter of general task complexity?
Several factors may have confounded previous interpretations of
neural operation type effects as reported in previous neuroimaging
studies. While the differential involvement of visual–spatial, sensory–
motor, and verbal processes has been suggested for addition, subtrac-
tion and multiplication, the neuroscientiﬁc investigation of procedures
and strategies underlying arithmetic problem solving has received rela-
tively less attention so far. It is still an open question whether observed
neural differences between basic arithmetic operation types reﬂect
“true” differences in operation-speciﬁc representations or processes
(e.g. whether retrieving the solution of a simple addition problem
such as “2+ 3” really requires qualitatively different processes than re-
trieving a simple multiplication problem such as “2 ∗ 3”), or whether
they are due to mislabelling of arithmetic problems into “easy” and
“complex” based on surface criteria (e.g. some participants may involve
counting strategies to solve “4+ 3”, but retrieve “4 ∗ 3” frommemory).
Although arithmetic operation type effects have previously been
linked to the use of differential problem solving strategies in fMRI
studies (cf. Grabner et al., 2009a; Rosenberg-Lee et al., 2011), and the
idea that the neural circuits involved in mental arithmetic may deter-
mine the problem solving strategy has already been mentioned in the
context of the Triple-Code Model (Dehaene, 1992; Dehaene et al.,
2003), those strategies have not been investigated extensively in neuro-
imaging research. Instead, most previous fMRI studies have matched
the complexity between different operation types only on the basis of
surface criteria (e.g. the sum of the operands of problems such as
“3 + 4” or “12 + 37”), but did not take into account individual differ-
ences in arithmetic strategies. Hence, reported operation type effects of
previous neuroimaging studies need to be interpreted with caution.
Some of these studies show clear evidence for a mismatch of general
task complexity across operation types in behavioral measures of accura-
cy and reaction times (Chochon et al., 1999; Rosenberg-Lee et al., 2011;
Zhou et al., 2006a), while other studies do not report behavioralmeasures
for different operation types (Grabner et al., 2009a). This suggests that op-
eration type speciﬁc effects may have been confounded with effects of
general task complexity.
Most studies contrasted tasks with numbers smaller versus larger
than ﬁve (cf. Jost et al., 2004, 2009), tasks where the sum of numberswas smaller versus larger than 25 (cf. Grabner et al., 2009a), tasks
with or without carrying versus borrowing (Kong et al., 2005), or pre-
sented two-operand tasks versus three-operand tasks (Menon et al.,
2000). However, complexity might systematically vary as a function of
operation type and individual skills, which determine the applied arith-
metic strategy (Grabner et al., 2007; LeFevre et al., 1996a, 2006).
According to our knowledge, only one fMRI study has addressed
strategy-use when matching difﬁculty across operation types (Grabner
et al., 2009a), while focusing on angular gyrus' role in arithmetic fact-
retrieval. However, complex arithmetic does not only involve fact retriev-
al, but also procedural knowledge, sequencing of operations, andworking
memory. Hence, arithmetic operation types may differ with respect to a
number of variables that are not related to spatial, verbal ormotor dimen-
sions, but rather procedural features. Behavioral studies have shown that
even “simple” problems (e.g. “3 + 4”), often assumed to be retrieved
from memory, may invoke procedural strategies such as counting (cf.
LeFevre et al., 1996a,b). If such strategies differ between operation
types in a given experimental design, a careful analysis of procedural
complexity is necessary, before conclusions from neural differences be-
tween them can be drawn.
Evidence for the neural dissociation of differential arithmetic strate-
gies comes fromneurophysiologic studies. For example, the impairment
of arithmetic fact retrieval from memory has been reported after left
parietal and left subcortical lesions irrespectively of the type of arith-
metic operation (Dehaene and Cohen, 1997; Warrington, 1982). A
right intraparietal lesion caused impairments in quantity processing
of numbers while the knowledge about arithmetic facts was intact
(Dehaene & Cohen, 1997), and frontal lesions affected complex prob-
lems requiring multi-step arithmetic strategies (cf. Luria, 1966).
In the Triple-Code Model Dehaene and Cohen (1995, 1997), suggest
that a verbally mediated network of left perisylvian areas and left angu-
lar gyrus supports the retrieval of simple arithmetic facts. The process-
ing of more complex arithmetic, for which direct retrieval of answers
from memory is impossible, additionally requires procedural number-
manipulation strategies involving visual–spatial processes supported
by bilateral posterior parietal lobule, and numerical quantity processing,
associated with bilateral intraparietal sulcus. The predictions of the
Triple-CodeModel may be in line with a recent ﬁber tracking study, sug-
gesting a predominance of ventral ﬁber tracks between left-hemispheric
frontal and parietal regions for easy arithmetic, and dorsal as well as
ventral streams for complex arithmetic tasks (Klein et al., 2013). One
may interpret this result in favor of distinct neural networks for fact re-
trieval and procedural arithmetic strategies. Furthermore, Dehaene and
colleagues also claim that fact retrieval and procedural strategies might
be differentially relevant for different types of arithmetic operations, as
suggested by speciﬁc deﬁcits in two patients with a left subcortical lesion
and right inferior parietal lesion respectively (Dehaene & Cohen, 1997).
Operation type speciﬁc deﬁcits have been also reported by other neuro-
physiologic studies (McCloskey et al., 1985). However, as Dehaene and
colleagues point out, it might be the case that observed deﬁcits for partic-
ular operation types rather reﬂected speciﬁc deﬁcits for particular strate-
gies that might have beenmore or less used as a function of experienced
task complexity. Hence, in our view, the investigation of arithmetic
strategies within neural networks of general problem solving is essential
for answering questions concerning differences between operation types.
Orthogonal assessment of arithmetic operation type and arithmetic strategy
We conclude that it is still an open question as to what extent previ-
ously reported neural operation type effectsmight have been confound-
ed with general aspects of task complexity. It is therefore important to
analyze the strategies used for “simple” and “complex” arithmetic prob-
lems, and more importantly, how they differ for individuals and opera-
tion types. We here investigated this issue in behavioral and fMRI data,
orthogonally varying operation type (addition and multiplication) and
arithmetic strategy (multi-step procedural strategy versus memory
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basis. Analyses with task conditions deﬁned based on strategy ratings
were compared with “classical” deﬁnitions of task complexity based
on number size. In EEG time–frequency analyses, it has been suggested
that self-report based strategy assessment is a more sensitive measure
for the evaluation of complexity than number size based deﬁnition of
task complexity (Grabner and De Smedt, 2011). We assessed the valid-
ity of our self-reports, relative to complexity deﬁnitions based on num-
ber size, by modeling reaction time distributions using ex-Gaussian
functions (cf. LeFevre et al., 2006; Matzke and Wagenmakers, 2009),
as well as by assessing the Number Size Effect in different conditions
in a linear regression analysis (LeFevre et al., 1996b).
Our study design allows the investigation of operation-speciﬁc
effects while controlling for individual problem solving strategies, thus
disentangling neural differences due to arithmetic operation types
(addition versus multiplication) from those of general problem solving
strategies (multi-step procedural strategy versus memory retrieval).
We analyzed sensory–motor regions, based on a ﬁnger-localizer, parie-
tal areas of numerical representations (Dehaene et al., 2003), as well as
neural networks involved in general problem solving. For this, regions
involved in general executive functions were selected based on the
multiple-demand (MD) network of human intelligent behavior
(Duncan, 2010). A meta-analysis on simple and complex mental calcu-
lation problems revealed activation in many of these multiple-demand
regions (Arsalidou and Taylor, 2011).
Material and methods
Participants
Data of 26 participants (13males; 13 females) entered theﬁnal anal-
ysis. Data from two participants had previously been excluded because
of unacceptable headmovements within the scanning sessions. All par-
ticipants were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision,
were educated inWestern cultures (e.g. USA or Europe), andhadnohis-
tory of neurological or psychiatric disorder. Participantswere pre-tested
on mental calculation skills with a standard email-questionnaire. Only
those subjects were selected based on the questionnaire, who indicated
to solve the type of tasks employed in our study within 4 s. This proce-
dure was chosen to ensure that selected participants were able to solve
themajority of presented tasks in the experiment, and to excludepartic-
ipants which might suffer from speciﬁc (undiagnosed) problems with
mental calculation. Participants' IQ was assessed by using the Culture-
Fair-Test, Scale 2 (Cattell and Cattell, 1960). The mean IQ of all partici-
pants was 130 (SD 18.5) (mean IQ of females 132.38 (SD 20.73);
mean IQ of males 128.07 (SD 16.49)). Handedness was conﬁrmed by a
ten-item version of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (mean
Laterality Quotient: 89; SD: 20) (Oldﬁeld, 1971). Participants received
about £40 for their participation and ethical approval was obtained
from the Cambridge Local Research Ethics Committee.
Stimuli and procedure
60 trials were presented in each of the four conditions (addition and
multiplication tasks with two pre-deﬁned levels of complexity each).
The complex condition contained the combination of numbers 12–59
for addition tasks and the numbers 2–5 with 12–29 for multiplication
tasks. The easy condition consisted of two 1-digit numbers. Those
conditions were initially deﬁned based on number size and number of
operands, as well as reaction times obtained in two pilot-studies with
different participants (N= 13 and N= 9 participants), which revealed
no signiﬁcant behavioral differences between operation types on both
complexity levels. Surface features of stimuli were carefully matched:
an equal amount of problems containing two even numbers, two odd
numbers, as well as odd/even and even/odd number-combinations
were chosen. Due to the lower number of available operands in theeasy conditions, tasks were presented twice but with reversed order
of operands, and a small amount of ties (20%) were presented, in
order to gain 15 problems for each combination of odd and even num-
bers. No number combination was presented twice in the difﬁcult con-
dition. The position of the larger operand was matched across all tasks.
In a two-alternative-forced-choice (2AFC) design the correct solution
was presented together with a distracter. For problems containing two
1-digit numbers (easy conditions), the distracter was within the
range of plus/minus 2 of the correct solution. For complex problems,
consisting either of combinations of 1-digit and 2-digit numbers, or
two 2-digit numbers, 50% of the distracters were either within a range
of plus/minus 2 of the correct solution (e.g. 56 and 54), or plus/minus
10 of the correct solution (e.g. 42 and 52) each. Exceptions were made
for multiplication trials including the number 5: distracters in those tri-
als were within a range of plus/minus 5 of the correct solution. The po-
sition of the correct solution on the screen was counterbalanced across
all trials within each arithmetic task type. Themaximumheight of stim-
uli was 15mm. Stimuli were presentedwithin a visual angle of less than
4° in Calibri font. Participants responded to the task by pressing one of
two buttons of a button box. Trials in the post-test consisted of the
same arithmetic tasks as presented in the fMRI sessions, but were pre-
sented in a different order to reduce familiarity effects.
Tasks of the fMRI session and behavioral posttestwere divided into 8
blocks, i.e. 4 blocks per arithmetic operation. Levels of complexity were
randomized within each block. 15 practice tasks were presented at
the beginning of the fMRI experiment and post-test, whichwere not re-
peated during data acquisition. During the practice, participants re-
ceived feedback about their performance and were encouraged to ask
questions.
In the fMRI experiment (Fig. 1, A), participants were requested to
solve each presented problem within 4 s (jittered exponentially
between 3.7 and 5 s to partly de-correlate activation from those of
succeeding events) while the task stayed on the screen (e.g. “13 +
26”). After 4 s, a secondoperand (either plus orminus 1, 2 or 3)was pre-
sentedwith an exponentially jittered duration of 750ms (time-range of
0.5–2 s). This second task was included in the trial sequence in order to
make sure that no motor cortex activation related to button press re-
sponses appeared in the crucial calculation interval (cf. Jost et al.,
2009). The task was followed by a 2AFC result-display, which was pre-
sented for 1750 ms. The 2AFC result display presented the correct an-
swer next to a distracter, and participants were requested to indicate
the correct answer by pressing a button on either the left or right side
as soon as the result-display appeared. The side onwhich the correct an-
swer appeared was counter-balanced across all experimental trials. We
chose this veriﬁcation design in order to produce comparable results to
those previous neuroimaging studies on arithmetic problem solving,
which in particular reported effects of arithmetic operation type and
also used a veriﬁcation procedure. The ﬁxation-cross between trials
had a jittered SOA of 1.5–3.5 s. After 50 min of mental calculation, the
fMRI session ﬁnished with a 10-minute ﬁnger-localizer scan. Partici-
pants moved or rested their left and right index ﬁngers corresponding
to visual cues “Left”, “Right” and “Rest” on the screen. Each cue type
was presented 5 ∗ 10 s in a randomized order.
During the post-test (Fig. 1, B), reaction times and arithmetic strate-
gies were measured for all tasks of the fMRI experiment. In a 2AFC de-
sign, tasks were presented together with two solution options for 4 s
each. Participants were instructed to respond as fast and accurately as
possible. After solving each task, participants indicatedwhether they re-
trieved the answer frommemory (i.e. by pressing “known”), orwhether
they used any kind of procedural calculation strategy (i.e. by pressing
“calculated”) based on the following instruction: “After each task you
will be askedwhether you just knew the answer, or calculated it in sev-
eral steps. If you just knew the answer, please press the button on the
side where the word “known” appears. If instead you calculated it in
several steps, press the button on the side where the word “calculated”
appears. Calculation of a task in several steps could for example mean:
Fig. 1. Trial sequence of the fMRI sessions (A), and behavioral post-fMRI test (B).
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by using the Culture-Fair Test.
Analysis of behavioral data
Error rates and reaction times of each participant were extracted for
all arithmetic conditions from post-test data, as well as behavioralmea-
sures obtained in the fMRI sessions. The percentage of items in each
rated arithmetic condition, as well as the amount of “mismatch tasks”
(e.g. tasks that were deﬁned as “Complex” but rated as “Retrieval”)
were analyzed.
We further analyzed reaction time curves of conditions, which re-
vealed signiﬁcant changes due to re-organization of trials by strategy
ratings, and compared those with the reaction time curves of surface
criteria based task categories. This was done in order to investigate
whether reaction time distributions of addition and multiplication
tasks become more similar when categories are deﬁned based on
strategy ratings. For this, ex-Gaussian distributions were ﬁtted to re-
action times (cf. LeFevre et al., 2006; Matzke &Wagenmakers, 2009).
The ex-Gaussian distribution results from the convolution of a
Gaussian and an exponential distribution and can be described by
three parameters: mu and sigma, which correspond to mean and
standard deviation of a normal distribution, and tau, the mean of
the exponential component, which reﬂects the tail of the distribu-
tion. However, the direct association of the ex-Gaussian distribution
parameters with particular cognitive processes was challenged in
the past (Matzke & Wagenmakers, 2009). Hence, the parameters
will be discussed as descriptive measures only, but in respect to ﬁnd-
ings of previous studies, using the ex-Gaussian function as a tool to
study differences in arithmetic strategy-use across participants
(Campbell and Penner-Wilger, 2006; LeFevre et al., 2006; Penner-
Wilger et al., 2002). Ex-Gaussian curves were ﬁrst ﬁtted to reaction
time distributions of each participant. Differences between operation
types were then tested for all three Ex-Gaussian parameters by using
paired-sample t-tests on the group level. This was done for rating
based and surface criteria based analyses separately.
Further, reaction times were regressed on the sum of operands, in
order to explore the Number Size Effect in retrieval and calculation
tasks (cf. LeFevre et al., 1996b). Thiswas done for each individual partic-
ipant. Paired-sample t-tests on signiﬁcant differences between rating
based and surface criteria based analyses were run for regression co-
efﬁcients of easy and complex tasks. An increased Number Size Effect
for rating based procedural strategies, in contrast to surface criteria
based complex tasks, would indicate that the rating based category
in fact contains more trials which are solved via a procedural strategy.
Conversely, a decreasedNumber Size Effect for rating basedmemory re-
trieval strategies, compared to surface criteria based easy tasks, would
indicate that the memory retrieval condition contains more trials thatare solved via direct memory retrieval than the surface criteria based
easy condition.
fMRI parameters
Participants were scanned in a 3-T Siemens (Munich, Germany)
Tim Trio magnetic resonance system using a head coil. Echo-planar im-
aging (EPI) sequence parameters were TR (inter-scan interval)= 2 s,
TE = 30 ms and ﬂip angle = 78°. The functional images consisted of
32 slices covering the whole brain (slice thickness 3 mm, inter-slice
distance 0.75 mm, in-plane resolution 3 × 3 mm). Imaging data
were processed using SPM5 software (Wellcome Department of Im-
aging Neuroscience, London, UK; http://www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm).
Image processing and statistical analyses
Images were realigned, coregistered, normalized and ﬁnally
smoothed. This sequence of pre-processing steps was automated using
software tools developed at the Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit
(http://imaging.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/imaging/AutomaticAnalysisManual).
During the realignment process images were corrected for spatial move-
ments and slice-timing, interpolating images in time to the middle slice
using sinc interpolation. The EPI images were coregistered without skull
stripping to the structural T1 images by using a mutual information
coregistration procedure focused on intra-subject differences: images
for the same subject from different scanning sessions were matched in
space. The structural MPRAGE MRI (256 × 240 × 160, 1 mm isotropic)
was normalized to the 152-subject T1 template of the Montreal Neuro-
logical Institute (MNI). The resulting transformation parameters were
applied to the coregistered EPI images. During the spatial normaliza-
tion process, images were resampled with a spatial resolution of 2 ×
2 × 2mm3. Finally, all normalized imageswere spatially smoothedwith
a 10-mm full-width half-maximum Gaussian kernel. The same se-
quence of processing steps was applied to the motor localizer data.
First-level statistical contrasts were computed by using the general
linear model based on the canonical hemodynamic response function
(Friston et al., 1998). Low-frequency noise was removed with a
high-pass ﬁlter (time constant 128 s for arithmetic sessions; 200 s for
motor localizer). For comparison, the design matrix was set up for sur-
face criteria based conditions, with easy and complex tasks deﬁned
based on number size, as well as for rating based conditions. For the
latter, “retrieval” and “calculation” conditions were deﬁned based on
strategy ratings from the post-test (see above). Events were separately
modeled for each of the eight fMRI sessions (four with addition tasks,
and four with multiplication tasks). Within each session, every experi-
mental trial was modeled separately in the design matrix as follows:
the 4-second interval of arithmetic processingwasmodeled for retrieval
and calculation tasks within each session in separate columns, with
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latency. The onset of a task (e.g. visual display of “4+ 3”) wasmodeled
in a separate column across all trials within each session with no dura-
tion, in order to account for variance due to the onset of a visual stimulus
that is common to all tasks. The additional operand (in-between the ar-
ithmetic task and the result-display) wasmodeled in a separate column
with its duration, in order to reduce the inﬂuence of motor-preparation
effects. Further, error-trials of each session were modeled with their re-
spective durations in a separate column, as well as the ﬁrst two scans in
each session (“dummy-scans”)with their durations, and sixmovement-
parameters (the three parameters of translational and rotational move-
ments, respectively). In the rating based analysis, reaction times from
the post-test were attached as parametric modulator to all task onsets
within each session, to account for performance related activity in stim-
ulus encoding, as well as to retrieval and calculation tasks separately, in
order to explain performance related variance within each complexity
condition. However, this parametric modulation was done within each
session and did not affect contrasts between operation types, consider-
ing that addition and multiplication tasks were modeled for separate
sessions. Whether or not we included RT as a parametric modulator
did not qualitatively affect our results (data not shown). For comparison
purposes with previous study designs, no parametric modulator was
included in the surface criteria based analysis. In the motor localizer
task, we modeled the onsets of left handmovements, right handmove-
ments, and rest-baseline as separate event types with their respective
durations.
Contrasts for events were deﬁned on a single-subject level ﬁrst, and
then subjected to random-effects analysis for group statistics using
SPM5. All analyses were performed for rating based and surface criteria
based tasks separately.Whole-brain ANOVAswith the factors “Strategy”
(retrieval versus procedural) and “Operation” (addition versusmultipli-
cation) were conducted for rating based analyses, and whole-brain
ANOVAs with the factors “Complexity” (easy versus complex) and
“Operation” (addition versus multiplication) were performed for sur-
face criteria based analyses. Regions of interest (ROIs) were deﬁned
and analyzed using theMarsbar utility (Brett et al., 2002). ROIs were ex-
tracted from the motor localizer, MD network regions (Duncan, 2010),
and parietal areas, involved in numerical perception and magnitude
processing (Dehaene et al., 2003). Mean activation was extracted for
spherical volumes of 10 mm radius. Parameter estimates were subject-
ed to ANOVAs with the factors “Strategy” (retrieval versus procedural)
and “Operation” (addition versus multiplication) for rating based
analyses, and to ANOVAs with the factors “Complexity” (easy versus
complex) and “Operation” (addition versus multiplication) for surface
criteria based analyses.
Results
In the following, we will ﬁrst conﬁrm the validity of our strategy
ratings on the basis of a detailed analysis of our behavioral data. We
will then present fMRI analyses for the whole-brain level, as well as
for a hypothesis-guided selection of ROIs. Crucially, strategy ratings
from the behavioral post-test were used in order to deﬁne categories
for easy and complex problems in fMRI data analyses. Results from
rating based analyses were compared with conventional analyses,
in which complexity levels were deﬁned based on surface criteria
(e.g. size of numbers and performance measures from pilot-studies).
Behavioral data
Mean error rate was 6.6% (SD 4.5) in the post-fMRI test, and 4.8%
(SD 1.4) in the fMRI experiment.
We have analyzed reaction times aswell as strategy ratings from the
post-test. Note that reaction times from the fMRI sessions do not direct-
ly reﬂect performance, because all tasks were presented for a jittered
4 second interval, while reaction times from the post-test indicatesolution times, i.e. when participants conﬁrmed either one of the two
options whichwere presented together with the task on screen. Behav-
ioral results from the post-test were analyzed separately for conditions
based on strategy ratings, versus for conditions based on surface criteria.
On average, 12multiplication tasks (SD= 10.4), and 6 (SD=7.3) addi-
tion tasks were re-categorized due to individual strategy ratings. This
means that slightly more multiplication tasks were re-categorized due
to strategy ratings than addition tasks. However, considering the overall
amount of 120 addition and multiplication tasks each, it is unlikely that
this re-organization due to ratings had a signiﬁcant impact on statistical
power in analyses of operation type effects.
Mean reaction times from the post-fMRI test are summarized in
Fig. 2 (Panels A and B). Importantly, mean reaction times did not reveal
differences between operation types when complexity levels were de-
ﬁned by participants' individual ratings (Fig. 2, A). However, signiﬁcant
differences between operation types were observed for complex tasks
in surface criteria based analyses (Fig. 2, B) (Table 1, Panel A). Hence,
strategy ratings had an impact on mean reaction times of complex
tasks: mean reaction times for rated procedural arithmetic strategies
did not differ for addition and multiplication, while surface criteria
based complex tasks revealed differences between addition and
multiplication.
We further explored whether strategy ratings may also lead to an
improved match in reaction time distributions of complex addition
and multiplication tasks. These conditions differed in their mean reac-
tion times in surface criteria based analyses, but not in rating based
analyses. Ex-Gaussian functions were ﬁtted to reaction times of both
analyses (Figs. 2, B and C). Ex-Gaussian functions (Lacouture and
Cousineau, 2008) are a hybrid of exponential and Gaussian functions
which can be used to model distributions that are positively skewed,
such as reaction time distributions. Theymodel a reaction time distribu-
tion by three parameters: “mu”, which is ameasure for central tendency
(corresponding to themean of a Gaussian distribution), “sigma” (corre-
sponding to the standard deviation), and “tau” (which reﬂects the tail of
the distribution). Most importantly, no differences in ex-Gaussian pa-
rameters were observed between addition and multiplication in rating
based conditions, butmudiffered signiﬁcantlywhen taskswere deﬁned
based on surface criteria (Table 1, Panel B). Hence, ex-Gaussian analyses
conﬁrmed results from analyses of mean reaction times: operation type
effects could be observed for surface criteria based conditions, but were
absent in rating based conditions.
Because self-reportmeasures are subjective andmay be biased (Kirk
and Ashcraft, 2001), we also validated our categorization of arithmetic
problems by analyzing the impact of strategy ratings on the Number
Size Effect (i.e. that large problems, such as 7 + 8 take longer to solve
than smaller problems, such as 3 + 4) (Ashcraft, 1992). The Number
Size Effect refers to the ﬁnding that reaction times usually increase
when the size of the problem (e.g. deﬁned as the sum of the operands)
increases (cf. Ashcraft, 1992). However, LeFevre and co-workers have
shown that this is more the case when participants solve a problem
using a procedural strategy, such as counting,while for simple problems
that are directly retrieved from memory, the effect is absent or smaller
(cf. LeFevre et al., 1996b). We therefore tested whether easy problems
showed a smaller Number Size Effect in rating based analyses, and
whether complex problems (procedural strategies) showed a larger
Number Size Effect in rating based analyses, when compared with
surface criteria based analyses. The Number Size Effect was analyzed
in a linear regression model, in which reaction times were regressed
on the sum of operands of each arithmetic task, such as in analyses of
previous studies (LeFevre et al., 1996a,b). In paired-sample t-tests,
rating based analyses revealed a signiﬁcant larger Number Size Effect
for procedural strategies in contrast to surface criteria based complex
tasks. A signiﬁcant smaller Number Size Effect was observed for rating
based memory retrieval strategies, compared to surface criteria based
easy tasks (Table 1, Panel C). This was also true when only single-digit
numbers were considered for analyses, thus showing that the current
Fig. 2. Summary of behavioral results from thepost-fMRI test. (A)Mean reaction times for rating based task categories. (B)Mean reaction times for surface criteria based task categories. (C,
D) Ex-Gaussian functions, ﬁtted to reaction time distributions of addition andmultiplication tasks (here presented for complex task conditions only), for the rating based analysis (C) and
surface criteria based analysis (D) separately. Reaction time distributions of addition and multiplication tasks were better matched in the rating based analysis. The red arrow (D) high-
lights the larger difference between distributions of addition and multiplication tasks in the surface criteria based analysis.
374 N. Tschentscher, O. Hauk / NeuroImage 92 (2014) 369–380effects did not only depend on the speciﬁc range of number sizes in the
predictor variable. The results indicate that the rating based procedural
condition contains more trials which are solved via a procedural strate-
gy, in contrast to the surface criteria based complex condition. Con-
versely, the rating based memory retrieval condition contains moreTable 1
Analyses of mean reaction times (Panel A), ex-Gaussian analyses (Panel B), and regression
analyses on the Number Size Effect (Panel C).
Contrasts t(25) p-Value
Panel A: operation type effects in mean reaction times
Easy Add rating based (RB)–easy Mul RB – n.s.
Complex Add RB–complex Mul RB – n.s.
Easy Add (surface criteria) SC–easy Mul SC – n.s.
Complex Add SC–complex Mul SC 7.40 .000
Panel B: operation type effects in ex-Gaussian parameters
Complex Add rating based (RB)–complex Mul RB – n.s.
Complex Add surface criteria (SC)–complex Mul SC 4.74 .000 for μ
Panel C: Number Size Effect in rating based vs. surface criteria based analyses
All tasks
Easy rating based (RB)–surface criteria (SC) −9.92 .000
Easy Add RB-SC −7.30 .000
Easy Mul RB–SC −10.24 .000
Complex RB–SC 2.21 .036
Complex Add RB–SC 4.93 .000
Complex Mul RB–SC 7.23 .000
Tasks including digits 1–9 only
All single-digit tasks RB–SC −3.680 .001
Add RB–SC −3.433 .002
Mul RB–SC −2.751 .011trials that are solved via direct memory retrieval, in contrast to the sur-
face criteria based easy condition.
fMRI whole-brain results
Our main goal was to investigate differences between arithmetic
operation types in sensory–motor regions, parietal regions of numerical
processing, aswell as regions of themultiple-demand network. In a ﬁrst
step, we determined the reliability of activation in these regions in a
whole-brain analysis. For the rating based analysis, an ANOVA with
the two within-subject factors “Strategy” (retrieval versus procedural)
and “Operation” (addition versusmultiplication) revealed highly signif-
icant main effects for Strategy (Fig. 3, A). No main effect of Operation,
and no Operation-by-Strategy interaction was observed (Figs. 3, B and
C), neither on a false-discovery-rate (FDR) corrected threshold, nor on
a p(uncorrected) b .001 threshold. Effects of Strategy were found in
line with our predictions: the contrast of fact retrieval N procedural
strategies revealed bilateral angular gyrus activation (Brodmann's area
(BA) 39), bilateral anterior dorsal-lateral prefrontal cortex and left
orbito-medial prefrontal regions (BA 9 and 11), as well as right
ventral-posterior cingulate cortex (BA 23). The reversed contrast of pro-
cedural strategies N fact retrieval showed activation in the left posterior
superior parietal lobule (BA 7), in bilateral ventro-lateral prefrontal cor-
tex and left Borca's area (BA 47 and 44), right dorsal-lateral prefrontal
cortex (BA 46), left dorsal-anterior cingulate cortex (BA 32), and left
para-hippocampus regions (BA 27) (Table 2).
In order to replicate results from previous studies, we further ana-
lyzed the data with complexity categories based on surface criteria. We
directly compared the rating based and surface criteria based analyses
Fig. 3.Whole-Brain ANOVA results for the rating based analysis. A:Main effect of Strategy. B:main effect of Operation Type. C: Operation-by-Strategy interaction. Note that results in A are
presented at a family-wise error-corrected threshold, while those in panels B and C are displayed at a lenient uncorrected threshold and not considered reliable.
375N. Tschentscher, O. Hauk / NeuroImage 92 (2014) 369–380with each other, in order to demonstrate that both analyseswere reliably
different from each other. Rating based and surface criteria based analy-
ses were contrasted in a whole-brain within-subject ANOVA with the
factors “Analysis” (surface criteria based versus rating based), “Opera-
tion Type” (addition versusmultiplication), and “Complexity” (complex
versus easy conditions). An FDR-corrected signiﬁcant Operation-by-
Complexity-by-Analysis interaction conﬁrmed differences between
analyses in right dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, right ventro-lateral
PFC, right premotor cortex, left cerebral cortex, and left angular gyrus
(see Table 3, Panel A; Fig. 4). Post-hoc tests revealed an FDR-corrected
signiﬁcant Operation-by-Complexity interaction for surface criteria
based analyses in bilateral angular gyrus, left cerebral cortex, left
dorsal-lateral prefrontal cortex, and left premotor and supplementary
motor cortex (see Table 3, Panel B for details). Opposed to this, no reli-
able operation type effects were observed for the rating based analysis
(see above).
ROI analyses in sensory–motor regions, MD network, and parietal cortex
The whole-brain analysis of our rating based data revealed no
corrected-signiﬁcant effects of Operation Type, while FDR-correctedsigniﬁcant Operation-by-Complexity interactions were found in
whole-brain analyses with surface criteria based tasks in frontal, parie-
tal, and motor regions. We therefore performed a more detailed, and
possibly more sensitive, hypothesis-guided ROI analyses in sensory–
motor regions, parietal areas and the multiple-demand network, in
order to rule out that differences in statistical power between analyses
(due to for example re-organization of tasks by strategy ratings) caused
the absence of operation type effects in rating based whole-brain
analyses.
For sensory–motor ROIs, peaks of activationwere extracted from the
motor-localizer for contrasts “Left Hand N Rest” and “Right Hand N Rest”
(FDR-corrected p b 0.05). Six regions in bilateral primary motor cortex
(BA 4) [−36, −12, 58; 52, −8, 54], bilateral premotor cortex (BA 6)
[−6, −2, 56; 6, −2, 58], and bilateral horizontal intraparietal sulcus
(hIPS) (BA 40) [−36,−36, 40; 42,−38, 44]were selected. The following
regions of the multiple-demand (MD) network (Duncan, 2010) were se-
lected to investigate executive control processes during problem solving:
right intraparietal sulcus (IPS) [37,−56, 41], right inferior frontal sulcus
(IFS) [41, 23, 29], right anterior insula/adjacent frontal operculum
(AI/FO) [35, 18, 2], dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) [0, 31, 24],
and pre-supplementary motor area (SMA) [0, 18, 50], as well as the
Table 2
Strategy effect in rating based analysis, threshold p(FWE) b .05, cluster size N 100 voxels.






Arithmetic fact retrieval N procedural strategies
R BA 39 (angular gyrus (AG)) [58,−58, 42] 729 .000
L BA 39 (AG) [−58,−62, 32] 667 .000
L BA 11 (orbital–medial PFC) [−2, 28,−8] 779 .000
R BA 23 (ventral-post. cingulate cortex) [6,−50, 30] 441 .002
R BA 9 (anterior dorsal-lateral PFC) [14, 42, 50] 112 .002
L BA 9 (anterior dorsal-lateral PFC) [−8, 46, 46] 139 .008
Procedural strategies N arithmetic fact retrieval
L BA 7 (PSPL) [−30,−60, 50] 18,005 .000
L BA 32 (dorsal-anterior cingulate cortex) [−12, 12, 46] 3559 .000
L BA 44 (ventro-lateral PFC (Broca's area)) [−54, 10, 28] 1413 .000
R BA 47 (ventro-lateral PFC) [34, 26, 0] 923 .000
L BA 27 (para-hippocampus) [−22,−32, 6] 895 .000
R BA 46 (dorsal-lateral PFC) [34, 48, 18] 537 .000
L BA 47(ventro-lateral PFC) [−24, 28,−2] 297 .000
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nates for parietal regions, reported as speciﬁcally involved in aspects of
numerical processing, were taken from the review article by Dehaene
et al. (2003) in the bilateral hIPS [−44,−48, 47; 41,−47, 48], bilateral
PSPL [−22,−68, 56; 15,−63, 56], and left AG gyrus [−41,−66, 36].
No main effect of Operation and no Strategy-by-Operation interac-
tionwere found for the rating based analysis in ANOVAswith the factors
“Strategy” (retrieval versus procedural) and “Operation” (addition
versus multiplication). Signiﬁcant main effects of Strategy occurred in
sensory–motor regions, multiple-demand network, and parietal re-
gions. While procedural strategies revealed stronger activations in
a broad frontal–parietal network, signiﬁcantly more activation for
arithmetic fact retrieval was observed in the left AG. This is in line
with our results from whole-brain analyses. Main effects of Strategy
from ANOVAs, as well as separate t-statistics for addition and multipli-
cation tasks, are reported in Table 4.
In order to compare our results with those of previous studieswhich
did not use any strategy self-reports, we analyzed activationwithin ROIs
for surface criteria based stimulus categories as well. This analysis
revealed differences between operation types in parietal and motor re-
gions as well as in the MD network. In parietal regions, a signiﬁcant
Complexity-by-Operation interaction was found in the bilateral PSPLTable 3
Panel A: results from comparison of rating based and surface criteria based analyses in within-
plexity” (easy versus complex condition), and “Analysis” (rating based versus surface criteria bas
based analysis, threshold p(FDR) b .05, cluster sized N 100 voxels. Multiple-comparison correct
rating based analysis.
Panel A: comparison of rating based and surface criteria based analyses
Region Coordinate (MNI)
Operation-by-Complexity-Analysis interaction
R BA 32 (dorsal anterior cingulate cortex) [10, 26, 26]
R BA 47 (ventro-lateral PFC) [34, 30, 4]
R BA 6 (premotor cortex) [6, 14, 62]
L BA 48 (cerebral cortex) [−28, 24, 4]
L BA 39 (angular gyrus (AG)) [−56,−58, 42]
Panel B: post-hoc tests of operation type effects for each type of analysis
Region Coordinate (MNI)
Operation-by-Complexity interaction in surface criteria based analysis
L BA 39 (AG) [−44,−75, 32]
L BA 48 (cerebral cortex) [−26, 16, 6]
R BA 39 (AG) [48,−76, 32]
L BA 46 (dorsal-lateral PFC) [−44, 52,−6]
L BA 6 (premotor cortex) [−52,−8, 50]
L BA 8 (supplementary motor cortex) [−22, 22, 46](F(1,25) = 27.44, p b .000; F(1,25) = 11.34, p b .001 for left and
right, respectively) and left AG (F(1,25) = 12.97, p b .001). A main ef-
fect of Operation revealed in the right PSPL (F(1,25) = 6.02, p b .021)
and left AG (F(1,25) = 4.28, p b .049). Post-hoc comparisons revealed
stronger activation for addition than multiplication tasks in right PSPL
(t(25) = 2.45, p b .021), and stronger activation for multiplication
than addition tasks in left AG (t(25) =−2.07, p b .049). In regions
of the MD network, signiﬁcant Complexity-by-Operation interac-
tions were observed in right AI/FO (F(1,25) = 5.29, p b .030), SMA
(F(1,25) = 6.76, p b .016), and left ACC (F(1,25) = 4.92, p b .036).
In motor-localizer regions, signiﬁcant Complexity-by-Operation in-
teractions were found in the left primary motor cortex (F(1,25) =
11.60, p b .002), and in the bilateral hIPS (F(1,25) = 6.39, p b .018;
F(1,25) = 4.30, p b .048 for left and right, respectively). A main Op-
eration effect was observed in right hIPS (F(1,25) = 4.28, p b .049).
Post-hoc tests revealed stronger activation for addition than multi-
plication tasks in this region (t(25) = 2.07, p b .049).
For direct comparison of analyses, activation for complexity con-
trasts of rating based and surface criteria based analyses is plotted in
Fig. 5. The ﬁgure reveals a similar strength of activations for complexity
contrasts in both analyses, suggesting that the absence of operation type
effects in rating based analyses is unlikely due to a smaller overall statis-
tical power.
Discussion
Weasked towhat degree brain activation during arithmetic problem
solving is determined by general task complexity and operation type.
We therefore orthogonally varied operation type and task complexity
in our fMRI study, and deﬁned complexity based on individual subjects'
strategy ratings. These strategy ratings were validated by means of the
well-established number size effect on reaction times, as well as by
modeling reaction time distributions with ex-Gaussian functions. In
contrast to previous studies, we did not ﬁnd any reliable differences
between operation types when controlling for individual strategies,
although we could replicate previous effects when deﬁning task com-
plexity by surface-features (e.g. number size). Hence, our analyses do
not support predictions of embodied numerical cognition theories
with respect to a speciﬁc “grounding” of basic operation types in senso-
ry and motor systems. However, differences between procedural and
fact-retrieval strategies in fronto-parietal and sensory–motor regions
support the idea that verbal and sensory–motor derived concepts may
play a role in general problem solving.subject ANOVA with the factors “Operation Type” (addition versus multiplication), “Com-
ed analysis). Panel B: activation for Complexity-by-Operation interaction in surface criteria
ion: **= p(FWE); * = p(FDR). No signiﬁcant operation type effects were observed for the













Fig. 4. Comparison of rating based and surface criteria based analyses. Operation-by-Complexity-by-Analysis interaction from within-subject ANOVA with the factors “Operation Type”
(addition versus multiplication), “Complexity” (easy versus complex task condition), and “Analysis” (rating based versus surface criteria based analysis).
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We analyzed our data in two different ways: Categorizing tasks as
simple or complex based on individual participants' strategy ratings
(i.e. “retrieval” versus “procedural” strategies), or based on surface
criteria, in this case number size. Previously reported effects of arithmetic
task complexity were replicated in both versions of our data analyses.
However, effects of arithmetic operation types could only be replicated
in analyses with complexity levels deﬁned using surface criteria. Surface
criteria based analyses revealed stronger activation for multiplication
tasks in the left angular gyrus regions (Grabner et al., 2009a), and right
parietal cortices (Rosenberg-Lee et al., 2011). Stronger activations for
addition tasks were observed in parietal networks associated with
visuo-spatial processing (Knops et al., 2009a; Zhou et al., 2006b), and in
motor regions (Badets et al., 2010; Klein et al., 2011). However, these
effects did not appear in our rating based analysis which controlled for
individual strategies. This suggests that operation type effects in theTable 4
Signiﬁcantmain effects of “Strategy” (procedural N retrieval strategies) fromANOVAs, and
separate t-statistics for addition and multiplication tasks, which correspond to bar graphs
in Fig. 5. P-Values with asterisk are Bonferroni-corrected signiﬁcant across all analyzed
ROIs.







Regions F(1,25) p t(25) p t(25) p
Motor-localizer regions
Left primary motor 30.33 000* 5.127 .000* 4.128 .000*
Right primary motor … n.s. … n.s. … n.s.
Left p re motor 38.33 .000* 4.807 .000* 4.624 .000*
Right premotor 36.17 .000* 4.526 .000* 4.246 .000*
Left hi PS 101.45 .000* 8.699 .000* 7.111 .000*
Right hIPS 114.15 .000* 7.813 .000* 7.674 .000*
Multiple-demand network regions
Right IPS 46.26 .000* 5.773 .000* 4.711 .000*
Right IFS 15.56 .001* 3.160 .004 3.669 .001*
Right AIFO 51.36 .000* 5.164 .000* 5.934 .000*
Right RPFC 6.42 .018 … n.s. 2.864 .009
SMA 57.40 .000* 6.472 .000* 6.093 .000*
ACC 8.03 .009 … n.s. 2.692 .013
Parietal regions
Left PSPL 165.77 .000* 14.009 .000* 8.628 .000*
Right PSPL 131.81 .000* 8.720 .000* 9.968 .000*
Left hi PS 84.25 .000* 9.114 .000* 6.484 .000*
Right hIPS 116.56 .000* 7.430 .000* 7.373 .000*
Left AG 5.77 .024 −3.655 .001* … n.s.surface criteria based analysis were confounded by differences in task
complexity, rather than inherent differences between addition and mul-
tiplication tasks.
Stronger activation for procedural strategies than arithmetic fact re-
trieval was observed in prefrontal cortices, motor areas, posterior-
superior parietal lobel (PSPL) and intraparietal sulcus (IPS), while
more activation for arithmetic fact retrieval was found in bilateral angu-
lar gyrus. Effects for procedural strategies are in linewith previous ﬁnd-
ings for contrasts of complex against easy arithmetic tasks (cf. Fehr et al.,
2007; Grabner et al., 2009a; Gruber et al., 2001; Hanakawa et al., 2002,
2003; Jost et al., 2009; Menon et al., 2000), and effects in angular gyrus
have been reported for easy arithmetic tasks in several other studies
(Grabner et al., 2009a,b; Jost et al., 2011; Zago and Tzourio-Mazoyer,
2002). However, in contrast to previous research (Grabner et al.,
2009a), no interaction with operation type, and nomain effect of arith-
metic operation was found in this region for rating based analyses.
Operation type effects in surface criteria based analyses of the cur-
rent study can be interpreted as differences in procedural complexity:
More activation in the left AG for complex multiplication (cf. Grabner
et al., 2009a), and more activation in PSPL and sensory–motor regions
for complex addition in surface criteria based analyses, may be due to
strategy-differences. This is in line with the idea that the left AG sup-
ports retrieval processes, while the PSPL and sensory–motor regions ac-
tivate during procedural strategy-use. This indicates that self-report
measures in the current study have de-confounded effects of arithmetic
strategies from effects of arithmetic operation types. Hence, previously
reported operation type effects in brain activation are not indicative of
operation type speciﬁc processes or representations. Rather, they may
reﬂect differences in individually experienced levels of complexity.
Addition and multiplication may rely on the same representations, pro-
cesses, and brain systems for fact retrieval and multi-step procedures,
but differences in previous brain imaging studies may have emerged
due to invalid categorization of addition and multiplication into “easy”
and “complex”.
Validation of strategy self-reports
Our detailed analysis of behavioral data conﬁrmed the superiority of
our rating based approach compared to traditional surface-based ap-
proaches. The validity of individual ratings for problem solving strate-
gies has been investigated in behavioral (LeFevre et al., 2006; Smith-
Chant and LeFevre, 2003) and neuroimaging research (Grabner & De
Smedt, 2011). However, because this approach has been frequently
challenged (cf. Kirk & Ashcraft, 2001), we compared self-reports with
reaction time measures in two ways: the Number Size Effect was
Fig. 5. Results of ROI analyses for rating based (RB) and surface criteria (SC) based analyses. Bar graphs display the mean activation of each complexity contrasts (procedural N retrieval
strategies/easy versus complex surface criteria), with the standard error of the mean difference between addition (Add) and multiplication (Mul). Blue bars refer to ROIs taken from
Dehaene et al. (2003), yellow bars to ROIs extracted from the ﬁnger localizer, and red bars to the multiple-demand network (Duncan, 2010). Signiﬁcant differences between operation
types are indicated by an asterisk. All regions not labeled as ‘not signiﬁcant’ (n.s.) exceeded the signiﬁcance threshold of p b .05. AI/FO = anterior insula/adjacent frontal operculum;
ACC= anterior cingulate cortex; SMA= supplementary motor area; RPFC = rostrolateral prefrontal cortex; IPS = intraparietal sulcus; PSPL = posterior superior parietal lob-
ule; AG = angular gyrus; MC= motor cortex; PMC= premotor cortex. Medial regions are displayed on the lateral surface for purposes of visual simplicity. Effects of operation
type are only observed in surface criteria based analyses, while the over-all amplitude of the signal does not differ for rating based and surface criteria based analyses.
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of presented operands), and ex-Gaussian functions were ﬁtted to reac-
tion time distributions.Previous work has shown that the Number Size Effect, i.e. the
increase of reaction times for simple arithmetic problemswith themag-
nitude of the result (Ashcraft, 1992, 1995; Groen and Parkman, 1972), is
379N. Tschentscher, O. Hauk / NeuroImage 92 (2014) 369–380an indicator of procedural rather than retrieval strategies (LeFevre et al.,
1996a). We could show that in rating based analyses, compared to
surface criteria based analyses, the Number Size Effect decreased for
simple problems but increased for complex problems. This indicates
that we indeed separated retrieval from procedural strategies through
participants' self-reports (cf. LeFevre et al., 1996a,b). This could be
further conﬁrmed in an analysis of reaction time distributions using
ex-Gaussian functions. Parameters of the ex-Gaussian distribution did
not differ for operation types in the rating based analysis, but did so in
the surface criteria based analysis.
Neural networks of procedural arithmetic strategies
Our ﬁndings question previous interpretations that addition and
multiplication rely on different brain systems. Instead, we argue that
in order to meaningfully interpret differences between operation
types, one needs to consider addition andmultiplication within general
frameworks of problem solving, and perform a more ﬁne-grained analy-
sis of the sub-processes involved. Speciﬁc effects for procedural strategies
have been observed in three different neural systems in our rating based
analyses, which might subserve different aspects of abstract problem
solving, irrespectively from the type of arithmetic operation: a) a fron-
tal–parietal system of general executive control, b) a lateral prefrontal
and temporal network for the retrieval of learned rules and strategies
from long-term memory, and c) a sensory–motor network, potentially
involved in working memory processes and sequencing of sub-goals
during strategy execution.
With respect to the frontal–parietal network of executive control, it
has been observed that procedural arithmetic strategies produced
strong activation in all regions of the multiple-demand (MD) network
(Duncan, 2010), including the IPS, inferior frontal sulcus (IFS), anterior
insular and frontal operculum (AI/FO), pre-supplementary motor
regions (pre-SMA), and rostral prefrontal cortex (RPFC). Arithmetic
complexity effects have previously been reported in frontal cortex
(cf. Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011). Evidence from neuroimaging and neuro-
psychological studies suggests that processes of cognitive control, such
as required in tests on ﬂuid intelligence, evoke strong activation in MD
network regions (Duncan et al., 2000; Woolgar et al., 2010).
With respect to memory retrieval of arithmetic strategies and facts
(cf. Dowker, 2005), procedural strategies in the current study produced
highly reliable activation in whole-brain analyses in the bilateral
ventro-lateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) and around Broca's area (BA
47 and 44), as well as in the right ventral dorsal-lateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPFC) (BA 46). These regions do not belong to the MD network, and
recent evidence from human (Bunge, 2004; Bunge et al., 2003; Rowe
et al., 2000) and monkey (cf. Bongard and Nieder, 2010) research sug-
gests their involvement in rule-selection and retrieval of abstract rules
from long-term memory.
In addition to activation in general problem solving networks, the
strong involvement of left primary motor and bilateral premotor re-
gions in procedural arithmetic strategies was a striking ﬁnding in the
current study. Pre-motor cortex has previously been found to be sensi-
tive to complexity effects in arithmetic (Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011;
Gruber et al., 2001; Jost et al., 2009; Menon et al., 2000). On the basis
of these results, we argue that sensory–motor derived concepts may
support cognitive processes relevant for procedural arithmetic strate-
gies, such as working memory and sub-goal sequencing.
With respect to working memory, van Dijck and Fias (2011) have
shown that spatial conceptualizations of numbers (as documented by
the SNARC effect; Dehaene et al. (1993)) can be explained by the orga-
nization of numbers in working memory, rather than a semantic repre-
sentation of numbers on a mental number line. Right premotor cortex
activation has been observed in spatial working memory tasks (Sadato
et al., 1996; Smith and Jonides, 1999) and Shebani and Pulvermüller
(2013) have shown thatmotor systemactivation can interferewith per-
formance on short-term memory tests for action-words. Sensory–motor systems may therefore support working memory processes
during complex arithmetic problem solving. With respect to sub-goal
sequencing, it has been suggested that premotor regions are involved
in sequencing of numbers (Hanakawa et al., 2003; Honda et al., 2002;
Kansaku et al., 2007), processing of syntactic structures (Friederici,
2006; Schubotz and von Cramon, 2003), and that they are sensitive to
the complexity of sequences (for review, see Schubotz and von
Cramon, 2002). Cortical motor systems may therefore play a role in
the sequencing of sub-processes during complex arithmetic problem
solving.
Conclusion
Our results do not support the view that different arithmetic opera-
tions inherently rely on different brain systems, as proposed by theories
of embodied numerical cognition, but they suggest that different types
of arithmetic strategies are speciﬁcally supported by brain systems in-
volved in executive function, language, and sensory–motor processes.
Hence, certain types of general abstract problem solving strategies
might be still “embodied”. The speciﬁc role of cortical motor systems
in, for example, the sequencing of sub-steps of a problem solving process
should be a topic for future investigations. Therefore, by combining be-
havioral measures of performance and strategy-use with neuroimaging
data, arithmetic may be a powerful paradigm to systematically investi-
gate the spatio-temporal brain dynamics during complex problem solv-
ing, taking into account inter-individual differences in skill and practice.
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